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Lower ~~nalties Possible
· House Debates Echols Bill Today

The bUl would also require
A bill lowering the penalty of
possession of marijuana has registration 'Of any manufacturer
received a "do pass" of any prescription drug with the
recommendation from the House State Board of Pharmacy before
Judiciary Committee Tuesday. the product can be sent to New
The full House is scheduled to Mexico.
It :requires :records be kept in
debate the bill today,
The Controlled Substance Act, such a marme.r that if the drug
which would change New should pass into the hands of an
Mexico's laws concerning drugs, illegal user that action could be
lowers the possession of marijuana easily detected,
'l'he bill would also replace
to a misdemeanor punishable by a
fine of $25 to ·$oU. A penalty o£ ptc::;;.;mt state laws thut were made
$50 to $100 fine and a mandatory ·obsolete by a new federal
seven-day jail sentence is for more Controlled Substances Act last
..
than one ounce but less than year.
eight, Having over eight ounces
Testifying in support of the bill
carries a penalty of $100 to were Bob Brito, chah:man of the
$1000 and 30 day& to one year Board of Pharmacy, Ernest
imprisonment.
Williams, Las Cruces district
The bill passed the Iiouse last attorney, Jim Short and Byron
Caton, assistant district attorneys
week.
"It was our decision that from Albuquerque and
m~~ljuana obviously was in a
Farmington, respectively. Jack
different category than heroin and Hilligoss, executive director of the
hard narcotics," Sen. Odis Echols, Pharmaceutical Assn. also testified
the bill's sponsor, stated.
in favor of the bill.
Not Much H
Full Support
'Echols, the chief sponsor, said 1
"The Board of Pharmacy does
"The tendency of high school or
college students to try heroin lend its full support to the bill.''
tends to be diminishing 11 and that Brit'cr- said. ur would ask you to
the effects of abuse of marijuana not let the marijuana penalties
section make you lose sight of the
were equal to liquor*
He stated that amphetamines real problem. This bill gives New
would be the biggest problem in Mexico .for the first time absolute
the 1970's and that the act could control over prescription drugs. n
"Our opinion is the bill will
counter the problem.
The Interim Committee on focus more attention on. the
Drug Abuse worked on the bill for possession, sale or use of the morE>
a year.

Probably more than <me ounce, but. ..
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Senate__Gives Uhuru Sasa $1700
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Sen. Bernadette Chavez said the to the Thunderbird Art Literary
idea the ASUNM Senate Magazine ofASUNMforSemester
represents the whole student body II, 1972.
is a myth. "We only represent
The biU to pay $562.46 to
ourselves," she said at the Senate Alpha Rho Chi Fraternity at the
meeting last night.
• University of Illinois to settle a
Chavez spoke in response to a claim against ASUNM Film
letter in the Daily Lobo CommitteewaspassedbySenate.
commenting that the Senate
Committees
should represent the majority
Senate voted to accept Kathryn
rather than the minority of Kornegay, Gilda Tuoni and
students, and that the four William Hirsh for the Publications
senators who walked out on the Board, Speakers Committee, and
Senate meeting concerning the Reg ist:ration Committee
Black Berets' deaths two weeks respectively. Charles Maldonado
agowereimmature.
wtis accepted as Cultural
She said the senators do not Committee chairman.
represent the entire .student body
because "the entire student body
doesn't elect us."
Ain't No Way
Chavez further stated that
"what we {Chicanos) do, .we do
for us; what the Greeks do they
do for them. You can't get out of
your skin.H
She said it is also a myth that
H ar o 1d Bailey, associate
blacks are represented in Senate. director of the Child Development
"'l'here ain;t no way a white support systems, a division of
can talk for me, and no way I ca:n ISRAD, has been named acting
repr('c;;ent a black. Whether that's director, succeeding James
racist or not, you have to decide. •• Jaramillo who resigned Tuesday.
When asked if she was going to
The announcement was made
leave meetings every time a piece Wednesday afternoon by George
of legislation wasn't to her liking, Springer, vice president for
Chavez answered, "I can go along research and acting director of
with parliamentary procedure, but ISRAD.
I can still make choices as an
Jaramillo, Frank Steiner*
individual."
director of media production~
Senate President Jack O'Guinn child developmetlt, and David
suggested that informal caucuses Bachelor, coordinator of
be held to discuss controversial evaluation and resear<:h had been
issues before they reach the the subject of a demonstration
Senate floor. This met agreement Tuesday which called for their
from the senators.
removal from office.
In other action, Senate voted to
Harold Martinez, director of
give the Uhuru Sasa Oance Troupe the San Ignaeio Child Care Center,
$17 42.00 to attend tlie Black and organizer of the
Merit Academy Conference on demonstration demanded the
Feb. 25 and 26, 1972, in Gary, three men to show publicly what
Ind. Sam Johnson represented the they had accomplished.
dancing group at the Senate
Jaramillo, whose resignation
meeting and said "We'll not just was effective as of Tuesday night
be representing the school, but sa!d, "The polarization was so
the state as well."
intense that I didn *t feet, that as
Only three or four groups are an administrator, I could
selected nationwide to attend the administrate with all the paranoia
conference. This is the first time a and distrust.
"1 was hired in December
group has been invited frorn New
Mexico. 24 UNM students will knowing I was a cornprornise
figure, and I've been trying to
attend.
compromise the situation but
Thunderbird
Senate also allocated $1704.45 guess 1 haven't been able to/' he
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Sen. David . Bruer wiil replace
Sen. Jerry Buckner as Finance
Committee chairman.
Buckner resigned as Finance
Committee chairman because of
the time element involved with his
office of President Pro Tem.
A question of having a
referendum vote on the Spring
ballot to decide whether the now
mandatory athletic fee should be
optional, stay the same, or be
abolished was :referred to the
Steering Committee for
consideration, The faculty
suggested abolishment of that fee
at their meeting last Tuesday.

Jaramillo Resigns Post
In ISRAD Support Group
said.
· "The polarization has gotten to
the point I couldn't deal with it,''
he said.
Jaramillo was appointed
director of the agency by former
ISRAD director Jack Campbell.
He replaced Paula Pa~:ks, who was
the subject of much of the
ernploye criticism in October.
In his letter of resignation to
Springer and Blumenfeld, ISRAD
associate director, Jaramillo said:
"Programmatically things were
going extremely well, rE!Iations
with UCCI (United Child Care
Inc.) were very healthy, but the
events and incidents leading up to
the October incident began to
crop up again and the factitmalism
undermined any good that was
going on."
"l find it impossible to wotk
and gi'V'e directions under these
circumstances. u
The October incident referred
to by Jaramillo was critieisrn of
some of the admitlistrators of the
Child Development program by
some employes. This came shortly
before the University gave
operatiort of the Child
Development Day Care Centets to
UCCI, a community corporation
under contract with the State
Health and Social Services
Department.
•

dangerous drugs," Hilligoss stated.
"Our office supports this bill
100 per cent," Short said, ''It
covers some areas that were not
covered before and it plugs some
loopholes ~hat were not plugged
before,"
. Williams and Caton both said
they oppose the bill's penalties for
marijuana possession. "I'm very
apprehensive, from the standpoint
of penalties, for New Mexico to
be the guinea pig. I think our
present penalties are just fine.
There's a helluva lot of cases made
from the use of information
gotten out of these young people
under the threat of a few days in
jail."
. Conformity of Penalties
1
' We
oppose the penalty
provisions as set out," Caton
stated. "I think it's very
important to retain the second
offense potential in the present
law,
Saying he wasn't surq about the
lowered penalties, Rep, Turner
Branch (R-Bern,) said he hoped
there would be more statewide
confor.mtty of penalties. "We have
too many people sneaking and
peeking for marijuana, and not
too many looking at the heroin
problem 1" he stated.
Proposals to raise the marijuana
possession penalties, however,
were turned down. One proposal
would have nearly doubled the
penalties.

Legalization of Marijuana
Suggested by McGovern
$2 0 0 million for international
. WA.Sffll\f9TQN: (UP!)- Sen.
George s. McGovern· {D·S.V.J - ·drug· i:taf.ffc-·ccmtroJ<>-·:UJcd ·-$20--... Wednesday outlined .. a milliotl to support and train
coordinated $1.5 billion attack on personnel to work on
the burgeoning drug problem in rehabilitation of addicts.
His program, McGovern said,
this country."
0 ffering a program he said also would allow preparation and
would be possible with tax dissemination of "att Pntire ranl!e
reforms and his alte!:native of educational materials to be
defense budget, McGovern said designed especially for secondary
and elementary schools.,
Ameti~atls "deserve better than to
bear vague expressions of concern
Current efforts to deal with the
and vague promises to improve drug problem have not been very
the situation.'~
successful," McGovern said.
Among his suggestions was one
u 0 espite more rigorous . law
to make marijuana subject to the enforcement, the traffic in illicit
same regulations imposed on drugs has not declined, the
alcohol.
number of addicts has tlOt
McGovern said i£ elected he declined and the amount and type
would spend $550 million for of crimes associated with
incr~;msed drug law enforcement,
addiction support have not
$500 mj)iion for better treatment declined/' he said. "All have risen
and rehabilitation of drug addicts, dramatically."

Photo by Jill Boland

Coffee House

Frartk Larrabee, formerly of
Seigling and Larrabee singitlg duo
will perform at the tJNM Coffee
House is located in room 129 of
tlie Union.
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lEx Cathedra

Report Must be Complete
The faculty's decision to send the annual
report of the Athletic Council back for more
complete information, (for example, how
much the Booster's Club kicks in) is an
excellent move for two reasons.
First, it acknowledges that the Booster's
Club support should be considered part of
the athletic department budget. All private
gifts to the University must show up in the
budget under ''private gifts and
endowments." So should gifts to the athletic
department. Also, the value of any non-cash
considerations should be included in the

revised tally of departmental income.
Secondly, the refusal of the faculty to
$y Tim Hunter
accept the incomplete report should
demonstrate to the Council that the faculty
Recently I was given a leaflet printed by a women's
would back any attempt by the Council to liberation group. The tone of the piece was angry and shrill,
wield the limited powers it commands.
though some of the arguments made sense.
We understand the Council's chairman,
The burden of the leaflet was that women had to organize
J.E. Martinez, was taken to task Tuesday. themselves into some sort of organization to protect their
We hope he did not take it as an affront, but rights, It was alleged that women were "exploited" by the
rather a backhand way of demonstrating "male ruling. class" and were consequently left to do the
support for a good, hard look at the crummy jobs in the economy. Also, it was claimed that
financial and policy workings of UNM's women "have a right to control their own bodies," meaning
athletic empire.
that women ought to be allowed to .abort their children if
they wish.
The final claim, and the major one from a conservative
point of view, was that women are unprotected by society
with respect to prostitution and 'white · slav~ry'.
Favoring everyday recreational activities
Trade
over infrequently- scheduled concerts
Now if one dispenses with the claim of a "right" to murder
doesn't make sense. Intramural basketball the innocent, and leaves the allocation of jobs to the market·
games involving 40 or 50 students can be economy (where it will be, anyhow), the conservative must
rescheduled; concerts attended by 5000 plus be on the side of those who would stamp out the trade in
students cannot.
human flesh, now under the control of gangsters. But, in
The Daily Lobo understands that the order to wipe out organized crime we need, well, tough cops,
event named as conflicting with the concert, tough judges and law - and • order.
a high school basketball tournament, will
No one on the right disagrees that organized crime has to
not require the use of Johnson Gym on be extinguished. Yet, it has been the liberals, and the others
March 1'0.
on the political left, who have said that criminal activity is
We strongly urge the vice presidents to the "price free men must pay for freedom."
reverse their decision and allow the concert,
This is the gunk philosophy which motivates our
thereby eliminating the impression they are "protectors" of "civil liberties" who believe that crime is
trying to deprive a large portion of the some sort of expression protected by our Bill of Rights. In
student body of entertainment they enjoy consequence, it has been the left, and, inter alia, the
and enthusiastically support.
supporters of women's lib who have resisted the workings of
legal process, who have interfered with police to protect
criminals.
Society-destroying
To
conservatives,
there
would seem every reason to justify
'INSTEAD OF RICHARD NIX
INC.
greater protection under law for women who are susceptible
. AS MAN-OF-THE-YEAR • •
to special forms of victimizing. But, never forget, the persons

Past NMMI Mess Officer
Cooks Up Dorm Goodies

Reconsider Concert Decision
We hope the UNM vice presidents were
acting in ignorance of the possible
ramifications when they voted yesterday to
deny the use of Johnson Gym March 10 for
the scheduled Mark-Almond concert.
The precedent they have set could mark
the beginning of the end for popular music
concerts at UNM, and, therefore, for the
tmtire city.
Popular Entertainment Committee (PEC)
has half a dozen fine concerts lined up for
the coming months. If Johnson Gym is
closed to PEC concerts the same policy
would quickly follow for University Arena,
and that would be the virtual end of
concerts in Albuquerque. Civic Auditorium,
seating only 5500, could not substitute for
most large - drawing shows.

TT.l.Lll,
l i 'E INC'

'ART DEPARTMENTMAKE A QUICK CHANGE
FOR THIS WEEK'S COVEll. • • .'

i

I'I.ME
I

who will oppose protecting women will be the liberals, those

'AND PLEASEIDON'T MIX UP
THE PICTURES!'

'
~
~
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bema~--- letters, ,
Merit Badge

In the revival of your time honored tradition of merit badges
(Feb. 15) there was a lack of
information, something that your
parking spaces will be reduced to photographer can undoubtedly fill
600 as commuting students us in on.
Were the pictured officers on or
increase to 21,500.
off
duty and if on duty could
"Our plan for the 1972·73
school year calls for the use of they have been taking a coffee
Albuquerque Transit buses from break. Your award may be well
an off·campus lot. The cost will deserved but only by what is
be met by the parking fees impiied and not what is fact.
Bill Miller
collected from on·campus
(Editor's Note: The Daily Lobo
parking. Under this system we still
have students that cannot be checked with the Campus Police
office, and the officers pictured
accommodated.
"We suggest the use of car were on duty at the time the
pools and bicycles to relieve photograph was taken.)
congestion and reduce pollution
in the atmosphere. In fact, UNM program. A coopetative effort
is planning bicycle paths and would go far toward reducing
theft-proof racks in conjunction traffic congestion and the
with the city planners.
resultant pollution ot tile
"Last year the Albuquerque environment.
"I will be happy to answer any
bus system had to be subsidized
$480,000 from other funds. It question you may have
cost 57 cents per mile to operate concerning this matter at your
the city buses. I am not suggesting convenience."
that reduced student fares would
In the Dec. 2, 1971 report of
make up this deficit, but it is t be ASUNM Statistics and
worthwhile to offset at least part Research Committee, 36.5 per
of this cost.
cent of the students queried said
"The University will fully they would ride the city buses if
support the promotion of this the fare were reduced.

Lower Bus Fare·
Submitted by Walter Birge
Parking Services Manager
After reading the Bema in Feb.
15 issue of the Daily Lobo, I came
to the conclusion that many
people on campus did not know
of a request to the City
Commissioners concerning
reduced bus fares.
The request came about after
talking with Richard H. Wilson,
the city manager. Mr. Wilson
suggested I submit a letter to the
city commissioners requesting the
reduced fare.
The letter, sent Dec. 17, is as
follows:
"While projecting a parking
plan for the University of New
Mexico the students frequently
asked me why they could not ride
the city buses on a reduced fare
plan sttch as the plan in effect for
the elementary, high school and
TV! students. Is it possible?
"UNM has over 17,000
commuting students. There are
2000 parking spaces for students
today and with future
construction .of new facilities,
Page 2

who advocate a "free society" (for criminals), who tear down
justice and traditional wisdom and who maintain that
everyone is equally capable of making his way in society. The
liberals have gotten us society - destroying legislation which
has, actually, taken away special privileges from women.
Today, as laws protecting women are made into hash by
judges brain • washed at left-wing universities, where must the
victimscturn? Are women to be forced into the dog- eat· dog
economy, to compete as men?
Are they to develop the ulcers, the well · known
callousness of men caught up in the productive process, to
dress in flannel suits, drink their martinis dry, and whore
around, limited only by the extent o~ their cruelty?
.
Compensation
.
_
No reasonable person wishes to see the degradation of
women or to endure the amazons now swaggering into the
professions, the trades, and even, the baseball diamond. But
what has women's lib to offer, by way of compensation, for
the new equality? Isn't it just blind-hatred, the phoney
"sisterhood" of the ideologue, and agonized loss through the
alienation of those who sense no meaning in a sexless world?
Such a movement, built on hate, feeding on its own
' despair, would seem to offer little hope for women, or for
men.

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies
The Lobo tells students what's happening on and around
campus, but also what people think about what is happening.
So, for your information the following are The Lobo's letters
to the editor and Bema policies:
Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's natne, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withp,eld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please inchide a name, telephone
number and address of a group member.
Bemas ...
Bernas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of The Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space limitations.
As ·with letters to the editor, please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or Bemas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM, delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or deposited in the Lobo
Suggestion Box inside the east door of the Union.
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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By SAM DUBOIS
R.• Glenn Armstrong, the
Acting Food Service Director
(director of the dormitory
cafeterias) has come quite a
distance in his travels to UNM,
and while at UNM.
Armstrong has been here since
1964, when the period of his
training and practice to work here
began, in his words, "learning to
un-think my way, and to think
the supervisor's way," He calls
this an eKample of late director
H.E. Symmonds' foresight; there
was no lag or difficulty, he says,
when he assumed control of
Hokona in 1967.
After Chdstmas vacation 1970,
when La Posada dining hall
opened, Armstrong became
director there, He explained some
of the confusion caused by the
mid-year opening: Mesa Vista,
which now takes care of, among
other thing&, baking and vegetable
pr~p~\rn.tha:i: ;r,a ·ltu ldtch,f:;n~, Qnd

Hokona were the two cafeterias in
operation during fall semester
1970.
Mass Dish
In order to keep the cafeteria
accounts and meal ti.ckets in phase
with the fiscal year, howE>ver, all
those w1th Hokona tickets ate at
Mesa Vista and those with La
Posada tickets ate at Hokona. To
add to this confusion, was the
difficulty of explaining where
deliveries were to be made: for
example, a La Posada purchase
did not go to the unopened La
Posada, but to Hokona.
Before coming to UNM in
19$4, Armstrong spent six and
one half years as Mess Officer (i.e.

Recreation Favored
Over Entertainment

food service director) at New
Mexico Military Institute in
Roswell, N.M.
He came to New Mexico from
Massachusetts, where he'd lived all
his life. He had been working in
private catering, and "was looking
for a change at the time." Leaving
his catering, candy manufacturing,
ice cream production and
restaurant, he came to Roswell.
Some Hokona diners may have
noticed an occasional
Massachusetts dish lately.
Armstrong has been in the
Naval Reserve for "around 29
years" as a chief commissary man,
who runs mess. He is a master
chief, as high as you can go as an
enlisted man, and "one of the few
people with the same job in the
Navy as in civilian work."
Changes Made
This situation is beneficial to
both jobs. Said Armstrong, "there
isn't once I haven't gone on a

....., .,. ,..,.,!:

~
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The UNM vice presidents
yesterday decided in favor of the
recreation department in a
scheduling conflict with the
Popula.r Entertainment
Committee.
Harold Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, said a
P EO-sponsored concert, by
Mark-Almond, for March 10
would have to be held elsewhere
because a recreation event had
already been scheduled in the
facility,
D.L. Hansen, chairman of the
department of health, physical
education and recreation, was not
available for comment.
Lavender' added he was
preparing a report on the question
of closing the gym permanently to
all but recreational events.

th .. t I havt?n't

.cr•>i~

picked up one or two good Ideas."
As director now o~ both
Hokona and La Posada,
Armstrong has to be in two places
at the same time, at least until the
end of this fiscal year.
"There'll be some changes
made," said Armstrong, "small
changes; they'll be slow coming."
These changes include minor
revisions in menus and recipes,
including, perhaps, a bit more
Massachusetts food.
Armstrong is married and has a
family with "two children at
home right now," living in
Albuquerque.

+
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Tho AUDIO SHOWCASE OF NEW MEXiCO!

ONE- STOP FOA ALL 'VDUR STEREO NEE.DS

COMPLOE SERVICE DEPT.
MCNDAY-SATUROAV900AM f0700PM.

2 LOCATIONS

268-4227 ,_
SOOJ llttHAL1. •LVD.Kt.
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lPEEIJ IIEADINI Lessons!
TODAY ancl TOMOiiROW
4:30 ancl 7:30 P.M.
EACH DAYal

Free

268-3136
ltl COlfmt Ol S.l
(.Atl;u 11014 U..M..k J

Room 250-C
Student Union Building
University. of New Mexico
Campus

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Australasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:
Box CC12,

Thursday, February 17, 1972

Cal. 92666

Of

White Winrock
Motor Inn
in
Winrock Center

E~~e?IIIUJd REl\DING DYNAMICS®
301 Sctn Pedro NE

.

'

Call 265-6761
----
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Harn~ssing Solar Energy~
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It looks like a left - over display
from an old World's Fair; a
pictorial ''glimpse- of- thefuture," intended to elicit minor
comments of awe from the people
who saw it. But the drawil.gs of
three - dimenstioMl cities 4900 ft.
high are actually architect Paolo
Solari's concepts for a logical
solution to the urban crisis.
The important feature of
Soleri's drawings is. not their
artistic quality, \but the fact that
these structures might become a
reality in the near future. His
cities are designed to conserve
land and greatly reduce pollution
and waste of natural resources. He
describes this co.ncept as
"complexity and miniaturization," which he believes is
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Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHO:'I:S
.FACETED STO:'\ES, MI:>IERALS
247-2513

Martinez.
Martinez said it is true that the
members of the Athletic Council
may not know the ins and outs of
football, but when problems arise
among the coaches and the
players the Council may
investigate and report the
situation.
"Any such problems as the
item in question are problems of
operation, not a problem of the
department," said Martinez.
"The Council is involved in this
matter only because certain
individuals feel the Council should
be involved in the overall policy
of conduct," he said.
Martinez said certain members
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Editor: Thomas Alexander;
I know old Tom. Well, not exactly know him, but I've
met him in person and could recognize him i£ I saw him
on the street.

Tom, I see, edits the Thunderbird, Myl What a small
world.

Emko F'oam Two Ways .••

• Regu/pr with delicate. clear '
applicator
• Pre-Fi/, that can be filled up
to one week in advance

(
•

11 a.rn.-1 a.m.
1600 Central SEi
842-6736
,
"'~"'""'.-........
..1

Thunderbird Submission

Of course, Emko Foam has
other important advantages',
too. There are no complicated
schedules to follow; no prescrip·
tions or fittings, and you use it
only when you need protection,
Besides. you hardly know it's
there. With all of these advantages, you owe It to yourself
to try Emko.
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Paul Scherr

Athletic Decisions Up to President or Director
The proposed investigation into
the alleged mistreatment of
football players by their coaches
may never even get off the
ground, said J.E. Martinez, ·head
of the Athletic Council.
Martinez said in the main, the
purpose of the Athletic Council is
to advise on policy matters
concerning the athletic
department. As far as authority to
enforce athletic policies, the
Council has none.
"On most items, the council
will recommend policies, but the
decision to adhere to these
policies would be made by the
president of the University and
the athletic director," said

rB~·n·

Right, because it'$ effective!
Right. because it's gentle, so you
can use it with confidence. And
these are the big reasons why
Emko Foam should be your
contraceptive. Over ten years
of testing and medical studies
prove Emko one of the most
effective contraceptives available. Yet it contains no hormones
and therefore cannot harm your
general health and well-being.

1
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Investigation Doubtful says Council Head

B & B LAPIDARY
328 SA:-: FILIPE XW

necessary for an urban
environment.
;Resembling sketches from Da
Vinci's notebooks, the architect
also has plans for supplying power
to the cities naturally. His
inventions are intended to
"capture and harness the scattered
eMrgies of the wind, sun and
water," with each element
directly corresponding to the
location of the city,
Another of his innovative ideas
depicted is a bridge he calls "The
Beast." Soled has deviated from
traditional design, and the
structure looks like a ski with the
edges in the middle curved over,
forming a tunnel.
Solari's exhibit demonstrates a
rational application of technology
for the betterment of the world.
Unfortunately most p!lople will
probably be impressed by his
drawings, but will react negatively
to the actual construction of his

That's O.IC I only want to submit some of my stuff
and see what happens.
Naturally I have some expectations as to what will
happen.
I do that alot. Expect one or a combination of several
things to happen when I do something. Maybe everybody
does.

of the faculty outside thll athletic
department requested the
investigation and Thomas Baker
was named chairman of the
subcommittee on Feb. 1.
"There could be a
recommendation made to the
athletic department, or if the
matter is straightened out within
the department there may not be
a nP.ed for a recommendation," he
said.
"We will (then) forget about
it," said Martinez.
Baker said he feels such

U. Midnight Fire
Damages Equip:ment
Four trucks of the
Albuquerque Fire Department
responded to a fire which broke
out on the UNM campus last
night.
The blaze caused minor damage
to equipment owned by Bradbury
& Stamm Construction Co. of
Albuquerque. The construction
firm is working on the new
Psychology and Physics building
on the southwest side of campus,
An alert student in Marron Hall
spotted the fire shortly before
midnight and contacted campus
police and the fire department.
Flames which shot twenty feet
into the air were quickly doused.
The cause was not immediately
determined but was probably due.
to a short circuit. Two power saws
were badly damaged in the fire.

Dorm Landscaping
Those interested in dorm
landscaping, a student project are
invited to a meeting Feb. 2i, at
7:30 p.m. in La Posada Dining
Hall, All those interested in
planting trees, grass, etc., are
urged to attend. For more
information call 277-3973.

problems should be handled
within the department.
"It is only when such
individuals feel the problems are
not being adequately taken care
of in the department that such
incidents come before the
Council," said Baker.
Baker said the complaints of
mistreatment had come from
different people but had been
brought before the Council by
one source.
He said the reason he was
picked to head the subcommittee
was because he had never heard of
the situation and had no biased
opinions.
"These matters should really be
ta-!.r--..;n

.e;a-Z"c----

-or

---\'ir"'~tl1l~c

tho

department because they are the
only ones that really know what's
going on," said Baker.
Baker is still trying to get his
subcommittee together and said
that it would be three or four
weeks before a statement on the
hearings could be made.
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Lobo Review

Learn, You Children, Not to Hate
"SUNFIGHTE:R"
Paul Kantner and Grace Slick
(Grunt{FTR·1002)
Pl:lrl One
The Jefferson Airplane Starship - Slickkantner have
always had the ability to leave
songs resting in your head to be
played over and over any time
they want to use your memory
tapes, This induces you with the
desire to play their albums as soon
as you can find a record player to
listen to the parts your brain
keeps playing.
The most lasting songs in my
radio station from Paul Kantner
and Grace Slick's new albu11]..are
"Silver Spoon" (the cannibal
song - "If there was nothing else
to eat would you ll!lt me? I Where
are the bodies for dinner? I I want
my food!"), "Look At The
Wood'' (words by Grace Slick and
music by Paul Kantner, they
blend beautifully together), and
"When I Was A Boy I Watched
Thfl Wolvrs" (a Rnng by Kantner
about the earlier days with the
tribe of his friends; as Jerry Garcia
defines their early San Francisco
years: "We, the opportunist
wolf-pack, the ·beatnik hordes,
would be there preying on their
young minds and . their
refrigerators."). The first side of
"SUNFIGHTE:R" requests many
listenings.
It is most improbable for these
people to do anything but good
music. Most of the songs were
written by Slick and/or Kantner,
aided by the guitars of Kaukopen,
Casady, and Garcia, with old and
new Jefferson Airplane drummers,
plus the working harmonies of
Crosby, Slick, Nash, and Kantner,
and backed by the Edwin
Hawkins Singers, As impressive as
it sound.
Expecting anything like the old
...~~pl!!:te !!: bc~ond the qu~~ticn:
their evolution has been too long
in the protean process. The
Airplane's new label opens up for
them more experimentation and
exploration. Though Mama and
:Pepn -Jc££nrson ··SHckkant-ne&• lJa~e

(@uurters

J
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GSA ELECTIONS

I could be rejected, I expect, for one or a combination
of several reasons. Probably the main reason would be
because my submission was unacceptable.

for

1 might even expect them to accept it because they reject no submissions.

Officers, Budget, Constitution

Then what? Say they put this particular submission
in the next edition of the Thunderbird and I see my
name below my submission~then what?

7

Polling Places

Then I could accept the expectation that my sub·
mission would be read by more people than if it had been
rejected.

AN

Today

FERRIS ENG. (near Rm. 143)

I accept many expectations. . .
.

•Thursday, February 17, 1972

cArr.fCJC COMPANY
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Maybe one day I will be an Editor.
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answer to getting off the earth if
America continues to revel in its
final orgy of destruction.
Now, on "SUNFIGHTE:R,"
their satirical lyrics are still
throwing earth on the grease fires
of America's tyrannical teachings
taught by your servant the
government to gloss over its.
combined false ego, covering up
its fear of being as weak as it is,
Learn, you children, not to hate
in this civilization built on
repression, is the Slickkantner
so ngwritten message, Learn to
ride the E!arth with the universe
glowing inside of you in a life
worth living. :Recover your earth.
I hope Kantner is not just a
genius of suggestion and is able to
apply his preachings with these
guiding hands of love from the
Wolfpack, these children of the
sun, these earthfollowers, in this
question of coordination of the
concept of a living planet, But
more than Kantner's sun fiction
and the barks at America is the
hope of holding together, now,
for we are the ancestors of the
future,
Jeffrey Hutlson

lii!Mlfi

It could happen that Tom the Editor or his staff or
whoever is responsible for looking over the submitted
material will reject my submission.

John Malcom Soucy

be heard more distinctly in "The
House A& Pooneil Corners" on
"C:ROWN OF CREATION":
"You and me we keep walkin'
around
And we see
'Ail the bullshit around us, , .
You say it's healing but nobody
is feeling it
Someone is dealing someone is
stealing it
You say you don't see and you·
don't
You say you won't know and
you won't
Let it come
Everything someday will be
gone
Except silence
Earth wni be quiet again
Seas from the cloud will wash
off the ashes of violeuce
Left as the memory of men
There will be no s11rvivors my
friend
Suddenly everyone will look
surprised
Sun is scrambled in their eyes
That's the last hour to think
anymore
Jelly and juices and bubbles on
the floor"
©1968 Icebag Corp.
(Apocalyptic rock. Apocalyptic
music. is music you listen to when
you are apocalyptic.)
The prophesy is the general
run- of - the - race prophesy of
destruction of the earth, with the
sun melting man as he ineptly
cooks himself in his ill harmony
with nature. This is repeated more
d r a m a t i c a l l y on
"VOLUNTEERS" in the song
"Eskimo Blue Day":
"Snow called water going
violent
Dam thll end of the stream
To much cold in one place
break
'l'bat·s why you might know
what I mean
The human scream doesn't
mean shit to a tree"
©1969 by lcebag Corp.
Getting together was sugges.t...d

"VOLUNTEERS"; then on
mellowed, their combined in
"BLOWS AGAINST THE
experiencll leaves no doubt to EMPIRE," hijacking a starship,
their musicianship.
Kantner, colleagues, and friends
Part Two
leaving the earth in a total - utopia
To perceive the whole or the
background of what the skyjacked starship, their ultimate
S!ickkantner messages are in
::,IIUUIIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIUIIUIIIIIUIUIUI r
"SUNFIGHTE:R," I went back to
the second Jefferson Airplane
album and researched Paul
Kantner and his lyrics. (This
: Makers of-Hand Made
originally took place about a year
ago in the research for a review of
~
Indian Jewelry
:
the Jefferson Starship's "BLOWS
:. ...............OLDTOWN
,.,,, ..............,, ..,,,..,,,,e
AGAINST THE EMPI:RE," which
was published in the Astral
•••••••••••
Projection, vol. three, no, 12.)
The· pul'iing together of
thought, the taking off of ideas,
the prophesy, and the plans for
Kosher &
leaving the earth were first
mentioned in "D.C.B.A.-25" on
Italian Sandwiches
"SU:RREAJ,ISTIC PILLOW" and
has continued in theme and
Steaks
intensity to the present album
"SUNFIGHTER." This feeling of
BJ3Q Ribs
the diffusion between the lovelife
beauty of. the pleasurable
(and your
existence and the hate taught
favorite
drinks)
repression from the paranoia
capital of the world, the cosmic
905 Yale S.E.
_
awakening (if you like) that there

My small world would become a little bigger.

THE EMKO CO., S'f. l.OUIS, MO.

is something bigger out there, can

.

r1

CORONADO CENTER:
J
LOUISIANA & MENAUL-MONDAY THR U FRIDAY,
9:30 AM TO 9 PM. SATURDAY, 9:3 OAM
TO 6 PM. SUNDAYS; NOON TO 5 PM.
\ I
/ b
PHONE 298-8711
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Ron Jacobsen Named
To Rules Committee

After Six Years, Matmen on Top
ASU Tourney Next for Jacobsen

Milton. Seals, a freshman
heavyweight leads the Lobos in
pins this season with 14. He had a
late start coming out for wrestling
following football season, but has
come on strong enough to pull the
anchor position for the surging
Lobo team this year.

Tom's
European Auto
General Sepairs

VWsBVolvos

(Edito).''s Note: Due to a
technical error a major portion of
the · following article was not
printed in Wednesday's Daily
Lobo. The complete m:ticle is
being reprinted today for the
benefit o~ Lobo wrestling fans.)
By MARK SANCHEZ
The Lobo wrestling team,
perhaps the best athletic team at
the University this year heads to
Tempe, Aril'!. this weekend to
compete in the Sun Devil
Invitational Tournament.
At 12-2-1 on the season in dual
meets and following their firl;t
place showing in the Lobo
Invitational last weekend, the Sun
Devil Classic should provid~ the
acid test for the Lobo squad
which by winning has proved a
surprise in itself.
The results are indeed
surprising. After siJ,: years as head
coach at UNM Ron Jacobsen has a
winner. "We've broken several
records," he said yesterday in an
interview with the Daily Lobo, in
pointing up the team's success,
"and it's the first time in the
school's history we've gone
undefeated in the WAC."
Improved Attitude,
Jacobsen hopes to utilize the
experience his relatively young
team has acquired in dual meets,
for the grueling tournament
competition they'll face,
beginning this weekend, in
Arizona.
Coming off the Lobo
Invitational as Champion helped,
but Jacobsen says the Sun Devils
will host the real competition and
BYU has got to be considered the
favorite.
Jacobsen can't really put his
imger on the improvement the
team has made over last year but
notes "attitude" is probably the
most important ingredient. "I
think that maybe we've had a
more open evaluation of our team
situation," he said, "quite a bit
more."

No Bullshit
'rhings have not alw;~ys been
h.unky dory for the Lobo
wrestling coach who has never
seen the first place WAC trophy,
except in other school's trophy

fans. In the past, it was misery to
sit through a Lobo wrestling
match. Now, that's changeq with
the team reaching its peak in
excitement against Adams State
College, the defending NAIA
champions, last month irt a
thrilling heavyweight match
victor~.

'

"'" ~-

_,.

",. ..

Jacobsen
eases. Though tbe team had an
All-American wrestler in Dave
Van Meveren it couldn't get off
the ground last year. Jacobsen at
one point was forced to exercise
disciplinary measures against Van
Meveren, Alan (Butch) Peterson
and Fred Paynter, kicking them
off the squad.
Van Meveren was reinstated in
time for the NCAA finals, but the
future didn't look good for
wrestling at UNM because of the
incident.
Now Jacobsen hits on his
team's togetherness this year,
their improved attitudes and their
winning record. "We are realistic
about individual goals. I dun't
bullshit them, and they don't
bullshit me," he said,
The new team has produced a
winner and excitement for the

Jacobsen's philosophy is to go
after it all the time. "I believe we
should always be on the offense.
We should take our opponents
down and control them," he said.
He added he never wanted his
team to stop if they were down.
The results have been
impressive. An undefeated dual
season in the WAC and 46 total
team pins have kept the crowds
that attend the matches in a state
of ecstacy.
But the audiences ha11e been
less than terrific about supporting
the squad. "Spectator support?"
he asked,. "We ne\·er have been
satisfied with the type of
publicity we've received from
local papers and TV," Jacobsen
answered.
''Wrestling has been in
Albuquerque 15 years. There are a
lot of old wrestlers who just need
to see the exposme in order to
support the sport," he added.
. The Money Game
Suppol't for the sport now
comes from the Athletic·
Department. Jacobsen notes be
has only one wrestler on a full
scholarship, but he is calm about
not getting more support than he
is. "Of course we don't get the
same support football, basketball,
track and baseball get. With the
records we've had in the past,
perhaps it's justified," he said.
"There's no doubt we could use
more money," the head wrestler
at UNM added. He noted that in
addition to only one grappler on a
full Gcholarship, "90 per cent of
my team comes to school, goes to
practice, then goes to work," he
~>aid.

190 lb. Br.uce Davis is the
leading prospect for the Lobos to
take a WAC Championship in his
weight class, Da11is won his
division in the Lobo invitational
tournament last weekend and
hopes for similar results in 'l'empe.

A PAULIST DOESNT
WAIT TO BE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

If you think
that ordination
is something
like!lraduation
-and the time
in between is
similar to "'""ltin
you couldn
more mistaken.
The Paulists were founded
with the belief that each man is
a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing.
Each is an indi11idual with his
own talents and he is given the
freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.
For instance, during the novitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, vocational rehabilitation centers and
Universities. They serve as assist·
ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,
student teachers ami psychiatric
aides.
Paul!st Seminarians create
recreational programs, direct
"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, ex•
Pedmcnt with the use of media
in the lilllrgy as a preaching tool,
originate and edit the Paullst
Free tress, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.
When you commit yourself to
the Paulists, it isn't a someday
thing. lt's now. Today.
Fot more information about
the Paulists write to: Rev. Don•
aid C. Campbell, C.S.l'., Voca·
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Christian Science
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CAN LOVE CHANGE E-<
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Jane Robbins, Christian Science
visiting guest lecturer from
Boston, will speak on "How Can
Love Change the Environment?"
on Feb. 17, at 8 p.m. in the Kiva.
Free admission.

II
j

Wanon Wheels

UNM Bike Club

Alan Watts

ll

Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club will meet Feb. 17 from 7-9
p.m. in room 184 of Johnson
Gym. Beginning lessons will start
.this meeting. The eost is aO eents
per night or $2.50 per semester.
Everyone is welcome to come. No
experience or partners needed.

K-ettes
K·ettes wilt meet l!'eb. 17 from
7-9 p.m. in the Union. All girls
interested in fun and activities are
welcome. For more information
call277·4673.
Cesar Grana will speak on the
"Social Discontent as a Pursuit of
the Leisure Class!' Grana is
chairman of the sociology
department at California at Santa
Cruz and is author of "Modernity
and its Discontents." He will
speak Feb. 18 in room 250 of the
Union at 8 p.m.

Bike Trip

The organil'!ational meeting of a
UNM Bike Club will be held
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union Feb. 24.

Orthodox Bahai
'l'he Orthodox Baha'i Club will
hold the third in its series of
firesides tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
the Union, This evening's subject
is "The Cuveuant of Baha'n'llnh."
The public is welcome.

Geology Lecture
V.C. Kelley, professor emeritus
of geology, will give a free public
lecture at UNM Feb. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in Northrup Hall, room 105.
Kelley will talk on "Geometry
and Correlation Along the
Permian Capitan Reef."

potteQs qallen.y

lecture on "New
Observations in the Role of Zinc
in Human Nutrition" will be
A

FUN

OKIE'S

Wheel Throwing

lOc BEER
Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Centrol at

FUN

It

.speak on the "Fullness of the
Void on a Blindness of Common
Sense," in Anthropology 101, at 8
p.m. on Feb. 17.

I
II

I

I

Young Demos
UNM Young Democrats will
meet Feb. 17 in room 250-B ofthe
Union at S p.m. Constitutional
changes and plans for voter
registration will be discussed.

I

Il

El Teatro

j

EI Teatro de la Calle, Chicano
Theater, will meet Feb. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in the Chicano Studies
Center for a re-organization
meeting. All interested persons are
invited.

I
I
I

The German Club will meet
Feb. 22 in Ortega Hall, 3rd floor
lounge at 3:30 p.m. Plans for
Leap Yem: Party are under way.
All interested persons piease
come..

I

I
1
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Career Education

liv&ry Tue. 5-6 PM

Pottery Classes

Alan Watts, sponsored by the
UNM Speakers Committee, will

German Club

Human Nutrition

FUN

tlon Director, Room 300.

paufiSI"fcthels.

An injury to Dave Roberts, the
Lobos' premier miler, has dealt a
severe blow to Coach Hugh
Hackett's track t(!am in their bid
to capture the WAC Indoor
Championships in Salt Lake City
Friday.
New Mexico, which is
undefeated in the indoor season,
lacks the depth to win the title.
"We lo1>t from 16 to 20 points
when our distance ace Dave
Roberts was scratched because of

presented for the public on Feb.
18 at 8 p.m., in room 203 of the
UNM basic medical $Cienees
building, 915 Stanford N.E.
Speaking is Harold Sandstead,
director of the human nutrition
research laboratory, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture. The public is invited.

Leisure

0

Depth Problem, Injuries
Face Tracksters In WAC

All persons interested in a
bicycle trip to the west mesa this
Sunday meet in the mechanics
engineering study room at 5:30,
Feb, 17, or call Michael E. Dexter
at 242-3440.

Christian Science

2

z

I

Uni~ersily

FUN

Peruvian Fernando Abugattas, a high jumper for the UNM track
team, will join Swede In~llljlr Nyman, also of the Lobo track team,
to try to take a 1·2 in the WAC indoor track championships in Salt
Lake City tomorrow and Saturday. Both Abugattas and Nyman,
who have cleared seven feet in their high jumping careers, will be
counted on heavily by head coach Hugh Hackett for points, as miler
Dave Robexts will be lost for the title games because of a broken
foot,

Up and Over

Jake, as he is known to friends,
makes note of the fact that his
wrestlers come to school for an
education. They don't have pro
contracts to look forward to when
they graduate.
''They're all cutting an average
of 9 to 10 pounds a week," he
says describing a wrestling
hazard - weight cutting, "It takes
a hell of a lot of self discipline to
hit your books then wrestle
without eating much," he pointed
out.

U Law School
Gets Fund Grant
CHICAGO - The UNM School
of Law has received a $500
matching fund grant from the
Law Student Division o£' the
American Bar Association for use
and support of the law school's
Minority Student RecruiLment
Program.
The ABA Law Student Division
is a national law student
organization with approximately
20,000 members at the nation's
law schools. The grant is from the
Law Student Division's Law
School Services Fund to which
any law student. group needing
additional finanCial assistance may
apply. Maximum grants are for
$1,000. This year the total funds
available amount to just over
$20,000.

I

A state•wide workshop on
career education, sponsored by
the New Mexico Research and
Study Council, will be held F.eb,
28 at the Four Seasons Motor Inn.

too~.

To make mutters

worse, Randy Withrow is our only
shot putter and he is out with an
illness,·~ stated Coach Hackett this
week.
The Lobos have defeated both
of the WAC's perennial track
powers this year, UTEP fell to
New Mexico in a dual meet 67·55
and BYU lost a 70·50 decision.
New Mexico's shortage of depth
makes these two schools the
favorites again.
Last yea~ Texas·El Paso scored
155 points to win the indoor
crown while Brigham Young was
second with 125 and New Mexic!o
third at 90 .
The high jump, triple jump,
middle distance dashes, and
relays, figure to be the Lobos
strongest events. A pair of seven
foot high jumpers Fernando
Abugattas and Ingemar Nyman

266~1069

fREE

TAPE RECORDER CLINIC
Wed., Feb. 23

A rally in protest of the recent
shooting deaths of two Black
Berets wilJ be held Feb. 18 from
1-2 p.:m. on the Mall. The rally is
being sponsored by U.M.A.S.

TAN OBERG of AMERICA
Engineers will check any
AC-operated-7" Reel~less than eight years old

Tape Recorder
See if your unit is still giving you everything
it is supposed to.

I

!
I
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Calendar

Feb. -is- UNM gymnasti;;::.cs-t'""e""am~
(3·2) plays host to Colorado State
University; Johnson gymnasium,
'7:30p.m.
Feb. 18·19- UNM wrestli.1g team
(12-2-1) at Sun Devil Invitational
Tournament; Tempe, Ariz,
Feb. 18·19- UNM indoor track
team (2·0 triangulars, 5·0 duals) at
WAC indoor championships; Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Feb. 18·20- UNM swimming
team {'7·2) in N11w Mexico Senior
AAU Indoor meet; Albuquerque.
Feb. 19 - UNM basketball team
(14·7 overall, 6·3 WAC) visits
University of Texas·El Paso; El
Paso, 7:30 p.m.
Feb, 19- UNM freshman
basketball team (7-6) visits
University of Texas·El Paso; El
Paso, 5:45 p.m.

Emerald crystals or rough
diamonds set in a baroque
or nugget mounting of our
design. Choose a nugget
or oxidized finish.

~um.ICeJ-Cf64
jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
(across M:e"naul from Coronado Center)
TELEPHONE

268-4480

6609

MENAtll.

BLvn., N.E.

Are you looking for these

Books on Sociology?
Raymond Aron
H, Stu(lrt Hughes
Julian Freund
Karl Mannhclm
Thcod:m:>:l anilTiu:!udor.on
Ernest Becker
Hanna Arendt
Harold Cruse
I. f. Stone
Seymour Marlin tipset
Robert Lindner
Adam Robert
Free
Ch6 Guevara
Chtl Guevara
Huberman ond Sweezy
Che Guevara
Je~e

OWens

Turner Brown Jr.
Cloude Brown
Bryan Fuflcl
Benlamin Quorlc~
E. Franklin Fra:<fer
Eldridge Cleover
lerOnEl Bennett Jr.
Toni Ct~de
W. E. B. DuBois
Gr.ier aMd Cobb!
Mitchell Gordon
Rapaport and KlrsHbaum

Main Currents in Sociology I and II
Consciousness and Society
The Sa(ia!agy of Mox W<Jber
ldeol~>gy ond Utopia
Modern Dltlionary of Sociology
The Birth and Death of M•ani~g
On R>!!vofution
R•bellion or Revolution
In Time of Tarment
Revolution and Counter·Revolution
The R•volutionist's Handbook
Civilian Ruistonce as a Nationt11 Oeten$a
Revolution for the Hell Of It
Goerrilfa Warfare
The Ci>mplete l!aiMan Diaries
Cuba: Ancllomy of a Revo!utlon
The Selected Works of Cha Guevara
Blaekthlnk
Black fs
Monch!ld In the Promhed land
Black Struggle! Thot History of the
Negro in America
Th" Negro in th~ Ma~lng of Amerlc!J
Black Saurgeoisle
Soul orl Ice
Confrontation: Black and White
The Black Woman
The Souls of Black Folk
lllack Raae
Side Cities
Is the library Burning

.-.

LITTLe PROF~R BOOK CENTeR
Lomas & San Pedro NE
FAIR PLAZA Telephone 266~311 0
M-F 10-9 p.m.

-North Coots Rd NW
-Near Rt. 40

Sot. 10·5 p.m.

Sun. 1·6 p.m.

OPEN EVENINGS S SUNDAYS
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Noon-6:00 p.m.

Open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. till 9:00
7611 Menaul NE
296-6978

Rally

-Steak and lobster
-Drinks-Free Salad

Other performers expected to
score points are the mile relay
quartet of Matt Henry, Jesse
Johnson, Reid Cole and Fred
.lames. In addition, school record
holder in the pole vault Ingemar
Jernberg and dashman Walter
ltenderson are capable of placing.
Jernberg's best vault this season is
an even 16 feet while Henderson
bas recorded a 6.1 in the 60 yard
dash.

FREE

-Newly opened

255-8076

are entered. Abugattas cleared 7·0
for second place in the
Albuquerque Jaycee Invitational
while Nyman made the mark
against BYU.
All-American triple jumper
Chuck Steffes has the best leap in
the conference at 52-l'h. The
senior from Sunnyvale, Calif., also
doubles in the long jump with a
best leap of 24-5 1.4.
New Mexico will be :paced in
the middle distance events by
Jesse Johnson and Reid Cole,
Johnson, who will also compete in
the 60 yard dash, has been
winning quarter mile races
regularly in the indoor season.
Jesse's best time is 48.9. Cole is
the holder of the WAC 600 yard
dash record and will be the
favorite in that event, The junior
from Sandia High is expected to
place in the half mile also.

§ports

\

Hand Building ·

415 Wc~t59th Sll'tet
New York, N.Y. 10019

New Mexico, Besides being head
coach of the wrestling team, (now
in his sixth year), Jacobsen also
took over the head job of the
University's intrl'.mural
department. Jacobsen has spent a
great amount of hi$ time with
intramurals supervising t:l'le
department's innovative program.
Jacobsen'll wrestling team will
be in Tempe, Ariz., this weekend
to try to defend their title in the
Sun Devil Invitational
Tournament. Last year's win
marked the first time a N11w
Mexico wrestling team won a
_tournament.

Ron Jacobsen, head wre~tling
coach for the 12.·2·1 UNM Lobos,
has been named to tile NCAA
wrestllng rules and tournament
committee.
A graduate of UNM and former
WAC champion for the Wolfpack.
wrestling team, Jacobsen's term
begins immediately and will
expire in September or 197 4.
Earlier in. the year it was
announced that UNM swimming
coach John Mechem had been
elected to the water polo rules
;~nd tournament committee by the
NCAA.
Jacobsen has haQ a

'i
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'Tappendorf Stresses Need for Honesty
Many people today have a
commitment to honesty.
It is a result of an 11 inner
revolution, a mutation of
conscience in humanity and
particularly in the United States~"
stated Jean Tappendorf,
spokesman for the Theosophical
Society of America, in an
interview with the Daily Lobo.
A guest of the Free University,
Tappendo:d explained ''The outer
revolution is the result of the
inner revolution."
"Most of us are hampered by
our own personalities, we are

encased and muffled," she
continued.
"Un~a the latter portion of our
life," she stated, 11our inner self
has very little chance to get
through."
"When you get to a certain
point that you m1.1st find reality,
the search begins. . • an impulse
from within you makes it
happen,"
"A true expansion, a totality of
everything, a ·oneness of life
without au· the parts, a sense of
the totality of all - onc.e this is
touched, this terrible need for

inner freedom of the limitation of
this personality takes hold," she
explained.
"It is contagious and is passed
from being to being.,
This process is difficult though
for Man has been raised for
thousands of years in this culture.
Our feeling for material things
"hangs us all up and that is what
one must give up," 'l'appendorf
said.
"Yoll cagnot throw out
everything. I'm not a nihilist,
"The whole thing has to be a
major change of attitude, which is

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RA'l'ES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journnlism Building, Room
mum !$1,40) per time run, U nd Is to
205, nfternoo11a preferablY or mail.
five or more consecutive days. with
ClllSSified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to lie
UNM P.O. Boll. 20
per wo.rd and the minimum nl,lmber of
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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1)

PERSONALS

EMBROIDERED LEATHER, ;fur-lined
Afghani coats SUO value, now $'19.!)5;
also at Uncle Sam's Ill Harvard, pat·
tery reduced 10%, wool 0. D. shirts, $3.
2/21
ROOMMATE WANTED-Own room, $45
and utilities. Nice house, 266-0944 e<~e
nlngs, 2/17
FREE PUPPY: Atrec:tlonate, shots, clean,
call 266·5070, 2/_17
AGORA-is going back on r~lar ~chedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no I.D., no
money necessary. NW corner Mes~ Vi~ta
Hall. 277-3013 t!n
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN I~EA THER:
pants, jacltets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knaPsacks. Upstaira at THE LEATHERBACK 'l'URTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(bebind Triangle Bar) Tfn

2)

LOST&FOUND

REWAltD. LOST BLACK AND WHITE
MALE CAT. Black dot on noae, 242·
9062. 2/17
3}

SERVICES

SCUBA registration, Detail!! nt Valley
Pool, 1506 Candelaria NW. Cl(ISS begins
Mal'ch 2nd. Certlfic!ltlon by Proft'lls!onnl
Association of Diving Instructors. 2/22
~G-IOc per page-266-2480. 2/22
"ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES now
on campus Thursdays, '1: 80. UNM Stu•
dent Union. Call 242-4839, or write Box
737, 87108."
WOMEN: THE WOMEN'S CENTER IS
OPEN FOR ~ou. There is literature,
cotree and counseling. Come by and sec
wbnt's hnnpenlng, lOGO Mesa Vistts, 277..
3120. 2/28
LA LUNA DAY NURSERY- Licensed
Child Care. Evcnlnga and Sntut'daf. Call
842--9873. 2/10
LEARN TO l<'LY-UNM Flying ClubLowcet rates-Call 255•4891,
DON'T JUST S'l'AND-:T~H=E-.:-R~E:-:-1-:D:-o-s_o_m_e
Ullng I Help our Btudents by tutor!n~t
basic subJects 2 hours A week. We need
you, lSRAD DIISlc~ Education, 2600 Cen•
ttal SE. 277-3G11. 2/24
DEVELOP SPIRITUALLY A'S WELL AS
ACADEMICALLY. Attend the Chrl3tlan
Student Center, 130 Glr11.rd NE. 206•
4312. 3/2
WEPDlNG &: PORTRAIT PHOTOG·
nAPHY. Andrea WC!lt, 282·5894, 2/29
PASSPORT. IMMIGRATION, IPENTI•
FICATION photo. Fast, Inexpensive,
vlea!!ing. Near UNM. Call 26&·2444 or
carne to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. 1/28
GROUP 'l'AOS SKI TRIPS, S31i.OO indudt'l!
Jodsclnst, trartspQrtatlon & di.!leounta. 282·
MM. 3/D,

4)

FORRENT

Q,UIE'l' SERIOUS S'l'Ut>Im'l' ««.di! a
place to liv(Y neat- camPus. Non-freak,
non-straight, $60, Ctlll David, 26&-11304.
2/18

5)

FORSALE

ENGINE w/transml.sslon and drive shaft,
52 JI.P., English Ford. FactorY rebullt
0 mile!!. 842·Sl!f· 2/18
JUST RECEIVED-197:=:2-m-od:-e:-111-o"='=~l-::'tl-11-~-te
stereo component syatem, complete with
AM-FM, F1rl-sterC<l radio, stereo caBsett.e
l'ecortler and player complete with mlcro-tJhone. lncludt!:'l deluxe DSR r-ecord
chamfer for only $249.911. Cash or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 392() San
Mateo NE. Ovett seven dal"!! a week. tfn
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40%-Dlamond! and ewtom banm.
Charlie Romero-3~4-6340. 4/'J
LOTUS ELAN SM910. Two Seater. Strotn·
berg catbs. 21,000 miles, $3300 or reason.
able otl'er. 277-5715 Mon·Fri; 10:00 to
4:00. 2/17
1968 VOLKSWAGEN Squareback. Totally
excellent. Needs no work. $1296.00, 842·
0323. 2/24
10-SPEEDS ! Great Selections. Fine Servl!!e. Tl:IE BIKE SHOP. 823 Yale SE,
842-1!101). 2/18
GOLD 08 OLDS 442. excellent i!ondition,
i'antutle buy• .$M60. or best offer. 296·
3378 alter 5. 2/21 .
T.liE LEATl:IERDACK TURTLFJ ••• YOUl'
organic haberda.ftber hM pants that ftt
where othcn leave off, Up11talrs at 2938
Monte Vi!JI.a NE. (Dehlrtd the Triangle
Dar), Tin
PEKING GLASS BEADS !rom China,
Abalone and coral beads, '!he llcad
Shaman•. 2/22
HAND-MAPFl MILLEFIOR.E BEAUS
F R 0 :r.t V EN ICE, D()nket bt'adll
from Persia. The Bead Shaman. 2/22
LUGGAGE llACK for VW bus, ¥new
7,65xl4 tir$, call 24.2•8&2.7. 2/18
AFRICAN TRADE BEADS. Where else 'l
The Bead Shaman. 2/22
1968 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER. VerY
good eortdltion. White radio. Must sell
thls Wet!k, $1601>, ot beet; oiler, Jell 299·
4904. 2/18
DlNlNO 'l'ABLE, 4 ehatrs, Ebccellcnt con•
dltlon, $45. P~55-3493. ::2__
12_3-:---PliOTOGltAPHIC SUPPLIES. Studertt
discount on everything In etore. Dark·
'i'oom supplies,. fllm, eh~mlcals, l)rotes~
ing. Southern EJtposure lTD. 2818 Cert•
tral, acrO!!S from Yale Park. tln

Page 8

5) FORSALE

5)

1969 HONDA CL-90 wjth Buco Helmet.
Good condition. $145. 277-2969. 2/21
NEW 4001 Mag, Bolex H·l6, Reflex movie
camera complete with :~:oam lensAll Accessories too. Big discount-call
256-121\l or 265·6161. 2/17
DSA 660, Thunderbolt, 1968, good cond.
$750, call Jim 268·781~. 2/17
PINlNG TABLE. 4 chairs, Excellent eon~
dition, $45. Phone 255-3993. 2/21
'DOBERMA-N PINCER PUPS. Pu~:e bred.
$40. 907 La Luz NW. 346-1116. 2/2:1
KAS'l'LE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size S'h. Darrecrafter poles,
Used 1 seMon. Origin~\! Co!!t $285. Sell
for $160; See McDonald at Journalism
Dufldln~
30 USED l'ORTABLE TV's. $30-$60, 44:1
Wyoming NE. 256-5987, 5/2
GOATHEADS GOTCHA_D_O_W
___
N--:'l~T-:::::-ho-rn-proof tubes on sale this week. $6 a pair
installed. THE DIKE SHOP, 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/18

1968 HONDA 360 ''Motocross." Excellent
mechanical condition. Cull 266-0490 after
4 :QQ, 2/22
1967 DODGE VAN. Very good condition.
For details call 869-2524. 2/21

Ht~Pn. C~!!:~e C1~r~~o~~~~~fp~. f~~
Dead Shaman, 401D San FlJlpe NW, Old
Town, 842·9588, 11 to 8 dail?:'• 2/22

NEW
1971 equipped
SINGERto SEWING
CHINES
do most MA·
any~
thing, $4!1.96. Cash or TernuJ. Open 7
days a wetlk, United l<'relght Sales1 S!l20

FOR SALE

% CARAT round-cut diamond, Phone 266·
0748. :<!/22
AM-FM S-track lltereo pnnsonlc, $75, 268620' '>/22
... '"

6)

EMPLOYMENT

rough.
coo)cbook recipe to find the truth
"A lot of people are ao to life, but stated, u A person .
frightened to have their major knows the validity of something
security destroyed,, she snid,
when they have touched reality.,.
"Now is the time for a really
"They may not know how to
creative person, to contribute get to that state all of the time but
aomething," she explained,
when other people are trying to
For example, very few people sell them something else- it's no
are talking about peace," she good.''
continued, "they are talking
Tappendorf is a well • spoken,
about war or the absence of war." well • drellsed woman, but has
"We must have new ideas and been flescribed as a "plain clothed
implement them and a lot of them hippie.''
won't work, but it's going to work
She believes in experimentation
one of these times,·~
and said, "Experimentation is
~·n is the idea of sharing life
terribly important. u
together,,. she stated, "and being
Speaking of the different life
close to people but yet remaining styles that are being tried in this
free and without competition. u
day and age, she said, '~They may
Tappendorf speaks often to not be anything now, but it will
student groups and is asked most work into something later on."
often about meditation, ways to
Tappendorf will speak in the
self unfoldment, meditation and
expansion of consciousness with ·Philosophy Department Feb, 18
at 3:30p.m. on "Ancient Wisdom
or witho1.1t the use of drugs,
She .stated, "Aside from drugs through the Ages."
which is the result of this search
and not the cause of the problem,
this search is for what is
important to life,"
What is facing many people
Explode Your
personality
today, both young and old "is
Turn 'em on with a
finding the truth in life, and how
smoking Super Poster.
it works."
Ideal for student cam·
Tappendorf reiterated that the
paigns, rallies, room
decorations, gifts or
process is not an easy one, "It
Send ANY b&w,
takes a lot of courage to say what gags.
color, polaroid or mag.
truth is within their own heart azine print, slide, neg·
alive, cartoon or draw·
and to believe it."
ing to be SUPER·IZED.
"To run the X'isk to find that Better
originals make
out, you have to give up a lot,'' better posters. Super
sized b&w poster mail·
she continued,
In protective lube.
Tappendorf offered no ed
Original returned un·

Be. CAMPUS
Super Big

ON

WANTED MALE to work with preschoolers, Mon.-Fri., 12 :30·3: 00, Call
255-4092 or 299-8941, 2/18
PART-TIME local student preferred. }4ust
be able to work M·W·F lunch hour,
Apply Jn person. WES Enterprises. 6901
Lomas NE. 2/18
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS,
Australia, Europe, S. America, AfJ:Ica,
etc. All professions and occupations, ~
$70il to $3,000 monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime, sightseeing. Free information
-write, JODS OVERSEAS, Dept. K9,
Box 15071. Sa~_plego, CA 9~1~5. 2/28
NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER, t1ve
mornings Per week. 9924 Menaul NE,
Albutt., NM, 87112. 2/21

71

~1ISCELLANEOUS

?,,.,_.~..,._

.,.,

11/% ft X 2 ft $2.50

,'t:IJIU

.,.
Hand Block Prm' tm'g
2.? Rornaro • R' R. Murr4 • 242 ..4"33

~~

ACHTUNG 1 German ~Jub

damaged.

ifiAI#~~--~~
3 ft

lC

4ft $6.50

ADD $50 tor posta~e & handlmg for £ACH posJer ordered.
24 ht rush semce-add $2 for £ACII p~ster ordered. In
N.V add sales tax. No C.O D. Send cash, eheck or M.O.

to·· DEPT · c·

Super Posters lnc.1~u~~r~:.53.~~ 1~~~~·

Leap Year ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§§E~~~~~~~~~~~
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CAREER SERVICE CENTER
(Formerly Placement Center)

On Campus Interviews-Session No. 9
Sign·Up Date-February 21
FEDRUARY28
nrown& Root
Rivera ide Unified Schoob
UU\'eralde, Cn.llfornla)
Newton Public Schools
(Newton, Kansll.!l)
Ramah Nnvnio HlA'h School
<Rnmah, New Mexico)
FEDRUARY29

IDM

Ramah NnvnJo Pub. School!!
Riverside Unit. School!!
Colorado Sprlnsra Public Schools
(Colorado Springs, Colo,)
Me:m Public School:J
CMesn, Arltona)
MARCHl
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
U.S. Food & Drug Adminintrntlon
Colorado Sprlm;s Public Schoolfl
Oxnnrd Elementary School
•
{Oxnard, Callfornln)
MAltCII2
Dow Chemienl Compnny
Navnl Wenpons Cent<>t· {Chinn Lake)
Western Teachers Corps
J,ng Crurd Publir ~choob
(Lns Cruces, N.M.)
Boulder Public Schoob
(Bould.:r, Colvr<~do}
MARCil3
Hnlllburtan
Atomic En(>rJ:Y CommiMion
South(>rn California Edl!:on
(subj~ct

to cllnngc)

Late ShowTonight
~~THE MOST SHOCKING

MARCH6
Lockheed Missiles & Space
MARCH7
Mob!JeOil
!rouehe Roos & Company
LackheCI{ Missile &Space
nurrouehs Corporation
u.s. Air Force Recruiting
MARCUS
J,iberty Mutual
Naval FJeet Missile Systems Ann]ysls
& Evaluation Group
Roooevclt School Plntr!ct
(Phoenix. Arlzonnl
San Diego City Schoob
( S11.n Diego, Cnllf.}
Au.1ti11 Indcoendcnt Sl!bool Dist.
(Austin, TClCM)
.MARCli9
Computing & Soltwarc
General Food,q
TNtll!l Instruments
Montr.ornerY Ward
Gml•d!'ll lnlletl~>nllent Schoo1
(Anthony, New Mexico)
Fort Worth Independent School Plat.
U'ort Worth, Texas)
Mi\ltCHlO
Texaco lnc.
Tl'xn:~lrmtruments
Wimlow Rock Sehool Dist.
(Window Roel,, Arlzont1)
Gadsden Independent Schoob
(Anthony. New Mexico)
San Mateo CountY Public Schools
{l{cdwood City, Cali£.)

LOBO

I

FILM I'VE EVER SEEN.
I COULDN'T BELIEVE

My EYES f'
•

-Wanda Hal•,
Oallt Nt,t

CLA§§KFIED
A DVERTK§ING

Uni'lersify P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word~ $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full pr"ior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
S. ForSale
JNSE~T

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

THE FOLlOWING ADVERTISEMENT -~TIMES STARTING-~-

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$._ _ _____
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